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Abstract
In this paper we propose a discriminative frame-
work for automatic tree alignment. We use a
rich feature set and a log-linear model trained
on small amounts of hand-aligned training data.
We include contextual features and link depen-
dencies to improve the results even further. We
achieve an overall F-score of almost 80% which
is significantly better than other scores reported
for this task.

1 Introduction

A parallel treebank consists of a collection of sentence
pairs that have been grammatically tagged, syntac-
tically annotated and aligned on sub-sentential level
[12]. Large parallel treebanks are much sought after
in present-day NLP applications but have been, until
recently, only been built by hand and therefore tended
to be small and expensive to create. Some areas of ap-
plication for parallel treebanks are:

• knowledge source for transfer-rule induction

• training for data-driven machine translation

• reference for phrase-alignment

• knowledge source for corpus-based translation
studies

• knowledge source for studies in contrastive lin-
guistics

As for ourselves, we are interested in applying tree
alignment in the context of a syntax-based machine
translation (MT) approach. Since well-aligned tree-
banks will play a substantial role in our MT model,
finding an optimal solution to the problem of tree
alignment is very important. In the next section, we
provide a brief background of recent findings on the
topic before presenting our own approach thereafter.

2 Related Work

Most related work on tree alignment is done in the con-
text of machine translation research. Several variants
of syntax-based MT approaches have been proposed in

recent years involving the alignment of syntactic struc-
tures. In general we can distinguish between tree-to-
string (or vice versa) and tree-to-tree alignment ap-
proaches. [15] describe some recent attempts at sub-
sentential alignment on the phrase level:

[9] use a stochastic inversion transduction gram-
mar to parse a source sentence and use the output
to build up a target language parse, while also in-
ducing alignments. The latter are extracted and con-
verted into translation templates. [16] use a method
they call “bilingual chunking”, where the words of a
tree pair are aligned and during the process, chunks
are extracted by using the tree structure, after which
the chunks are POS tagged. However, the original
tree structures are lost in the process. [3] proposes a
method which alters the structure of non-isomorphic
phrase-structure trees to impose isomorphism in order
to align the trees using a stochastic tree substitution
grammar (STSG). This, however, restricts its porta-
bility to other domains, according to [15]. [4] present
a rule-based aligner which makes use of previously de-
termined word alignments. However, the algorithm
performed poorly when applied to other language pairs
[15].

According to [12] there are two general approaches
to tree alignment: finding correspondences between
phrases through parsing or chunking (eg. [13]), or de-
riving phrase alignment through previous word align-
ment, the latter of which they have adopted them-
selves, where the best configuration yields an F0.5

score of 65.84%. Lately, in [15] a better and faster
method was proposed using 1:1 word alignment prob-
abilities and parse trees. Trees can also be constructed
automatically in the absence of a parser. In a more re-
cent update [17] taking all links into account, a highest
precision of 61,79% and a highest recall of 78,49% in
the tree alignment task were achieved. Zhechev and
Way define a set of principles (2008:1106) to be fol-
lowed in their alignment method:

• independence with respect to language pair and
constituent labelling schema

• preservation of the given tree structures

• minimal external resources required

• word-level alignments are guided by links higher
up the trees, which provide more context infor-
mation
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In addition, the authors quote [6] in defining a
set of well-formedness criteria and explaining that
this should result in producing “enough information
to allow the inference of complex translational pat-
terns from a parallel treebank, including some idiosyn-
cratic translational divergences” (2008:1106): (i) A
node in a tree may only be linked once. (ii) De-
scendants/ancestors of a source linked node may only
be linked to descendants/ancestors of its target linked
counterpart. In short the alignment algorithm consists
of the following steps:

• Each source node s can link to any target node
t and vice versa. Initially all these links are hy-
pothesized.

• Every one of these hypotheses is assigned a score
γ(〈s, t〉) = α(sl|tl)α(tl|sl)α(sl|tl)α(tl|sl) based on
the word-alignment probabilities of the words
that are governed by the current nodes (sl and
tl), as well as the probabilities of the words out-
side the span (sl and tl):

α(x|y) =
|x|∏
i=1

1
|y|

|y|∑
j=1

P (xi|yj)

• Using these scores a set of links is selected apply-
ing a greedy search algorithm that also satisfies
the well-formedness criteria.

Since the system described here has produced
promising results and has been released publicly, we
have decided to use it as a baseline, as well as a source
of input material, upon which we hope to improve. For
this we apply a discriminative alignment approach that
is presented below.

3 Tree Alignment

In our approach we only look at tree-to-tree alignment
using phrase-structure trees on both sides. In the fol-
lowing we first introduce the general link prediction
model. Thereafter, we give a detailed description of
features applied in our experiments and the alignment
search strategy applied.

3.1 Link Prediction

Similar to related work on discriminative word align-
ment we base our model on association features ex-
tracted for each possible alignment candidate. For
tree alignment, each pair of nodes 〈si, tj〉 from the
source and the target language parse tree is considered
and a score xij is computed that represents the degree
to which both nodes should be aligned according to
their features fk(si, tj , aij) and corresponding weights
λk derived from training data. In our approach we
use conditional likelihood using a log-linear model for
estimating these values:

P (aij |si, tj) =
1

Z(si, tj)
exp

(∑
k

λkfk(si, tj , aij)

)

Here, the mapping of data points to features is
user provided (see section 3.2) and the corresponding
weights are learned from aligned training data. We
simplify the problem by predicting individual align-
ment points for each candidate pair instead of aim-
ing at structured approaches. Hence, we can train
our conditional model as a standard binary classifica-
tion problem. Note that contextual features can easily
be integrated even though first-order dependencies on
surrounding alignments are not explicitly part of the
model. More details will be given below in sections
3.2.5 and 3.2.7.

In our experiments we will use a maximum entropy
classifier using the log-linear model as stated above.
One of the advantages of maximum entropy classifiers
is the flexibility of choosing features. No independence
assumptions have to be made and state-of-the art tool-
boxes are available with efficient learning strategies.
Here, we apply the freely available toolbox Megam [1]
and train a global binary classification model predict-
ing links between given node pairs.

3.2 Alignment Features

The selection of appropriate features for classification
is crucial in our approach. The input to the tree aligner
is sentence aligned parse tree pairs from which various
features can be extracted. Another important source
is word alignment and information derived from sta-
tistical word alignment models. In the following we
describe the different feature types that we apply.

3.2.1 Lexical Equivalence Features

Lexical probabilities are used in unsupervised tree
alignment approaches as explained earlier in section
2. We will also use the same inside/outside scores de-
fined in [17] as our basic features as they have proven
to be useful for tree alignment. However, we define
additional features and feature combinations derived
from automatic word alignment in order to enrich the
alignment model. First of all, we use inside and out-
side scores as individual features besides their product.
We also use individual α(x|y) scores as separate fea-
tures. Furthermore, we define a variant of inside and
outside scores using a slightly modified definition of
the equivalence score α:

αmax(x|y) =
|x|∏
i=1

maxjP (xi|yj)

We believe that this definition better reflects the re-
lations between words in sentences than the original
definition in which an average of the conditional lexi-
cal probabilities is used. We assume that most words
are linked to only one target word (hence we look for
the maximum) whereas averaging over all combina-
tions punishes long phrases too much.

Another variant can be defined by replacing the
product above by a sum and taking the average per
source token of this score:

αavgmax(x|y) =
1
|x|

|x|∑
i=1

maxjP (xi|yj)
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In this way, the impact of source tokens for which
no links can be found with any of the target language
tokens is reduced. In the original formulation scores
will be zero if there is such a token even if all the
other ones show a strong relation. This is avoided
with the new definition. Using the modified scores the
same combinations of inside and outside scores can be
defined as explained earlier.

3.2.2 Word Alignment Features

Important features can be derived from the Viterbi
alignments produced by statistical word alignment.
Apart from the lexical probabilities used in the previ-
ous section, the actual statistical word alignment takes
additional parameters into account, for example, posi-
tional similarity and first-order dependencies between
links. Using Viterbi alignments we can implicitly take
advantage of these additional parameters. We define
word alignment features as the proportion of consis-
tent links cons(lxy, si, tj) among all links lxy involving
either source (sx) or target language words (ty) dom-
inated by the current tree nodes (which we will call
relevant links relev(lws,wt

, si, tj)). Consistent links are
links between words which are both dominated by the
nodes under consideration (dominance is denoted as
sx ≤ si).

align(si, tj) =

∑
lxy
cons(lxy, si, tj)∑

lxy
relev(lxy, si, tj)

cons(lxy, si, tj) =
{

1 if sx ≤ si ∧ ty ≤ tj
0 otherwise

relev(lxy, si, tj) =
{

1 if sx ≤ si ∨ ty ≤ tj
0 otherwise

Note that the definition above is not restricted to
word alignment. Other types of existing links between
nodes dominated by the current subtree pair could be
used in the same way. However, using the results of
automatic word alignment we can compute these fea-
tures from the links between terminal nodes. We can
use various types of automatic word alignments. In
our experiments we apply the Viterbi alignments pro-
duced by Giza++ [11] using the IBM 4 model in both
directions, the union of these links and the intersec-
tion. For the latter we use Moses [8] which is also
used for the estimation of lexical probabilities applied
for lexical features described in the previous section.

Yet another feature derived from word alignment
can be used to improve the alignment of terminal
nodes. This feature is set to one if and only if both
nodes are terminal nodes and are linked in the under-
lying word alignment.

3.2.3 Sub-tree Features

Features can also be derived directly from the parse
trees. Similar to statistical word alignment, positional
similarity can be used to make alignment decisions.
However, in tree alignment we look at hierarchical
structures and therefore a second dimension has to
be considered. Therefore, we define the following two
tree position features: tree-level similarity (tls) and

tree span similarity (tss). For the former we use the
distances d(si, sroot), d(ti, troot) from the current can-
didate nodes to the root nodes of source and target
language tree, respectively. Furthermore, we use the
size of a tree (defined as the maximum distance of any
terminal node in the tree to the root) to compute the
relative tree level of a given node. Finally, the tree-
level similarity is then defined as the one minus the
absolute value of the difference between relative tree
levels:

tll(si, tj) = 1− abs

„
d(si, sroot)

maxxd(sx, sroot)

− d(ti, troot)

maxxd(tx, troot)

«

The second measure, the source span similarity is
defined as one minus the absolute value of the dif-
ference between the relative positions of the subtrees
under consideration. The relative positions are com-
puted from the subtree spans using the surface posi-
tions pos(sx), pos(ty) of words dominated by the root
nodes of these subtrees divided by the lengths of source
and target language sentence, respectively.

tss(si, tj) = 1− abs

„
min pos(sx) + max pos(sx)

2 ∗ length(S)

− min pos(ty) + max pos(ty)

2 ∗ length(T )

«

Another tree feature that we will use refers to the
number of terminal nodes dominated by the candidate
nodes. We define the ratio of leaf nodes as follows:

leafratio(si, tj) =
min(|sx ≤ si|, |ty ≤ ti|)
max(|sx ≤ si|, |ty ≤ ti|)

The intuition behind this feature is the assump-
tion that nodes dominating a large number of terminal
nodes are less likely to be aligned to nodes dominating
a small number of terminal nodes.

3.2.4 Annotation Features

Finally, we can also define binary features describing
the presence of certain annotations. For example, we
can define pairs of category labels (for non-terminal
nodes) or part-of-speech labels (for terminal nodes) as
binary features. Each observed combination of labels
in the training data is then used as a possible feature
and the weights learned in training will determine if
they influence alignment decisions in a positive or neg-
ative way.

3.2.5 Contextual Features

Using the tree structure, we can extract similar fea-
tures from the context of candidate nodes. In this way,
first order dependencies can implicitly be included
in the model. For example, including inside/outside
scores from the parent nodes partially includes the
likelihood of these nodes being aligned. This may
then increase the likelihood of the current nodes to
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be aligned as well. Contextual features can be very
flexible and may also show a negative correlation. For
example, a positive feature extracted for the current
source language node together with the parent node of
the target language node may decrease the likelihood
of the alignment between the two current nodes.

In our implementation we allow various kinds of con-
textual features. Any feature as defined in the previous
section can also be extracted from the parent nodes (ei-
ther both parents or just one of them together with the
current node in the other language). Furthermore, we
also allow to extract these features from sister nodes
(nodes with the same parent) and child nodes. For
these nodes we only use the feature that provides the
largest value.

We also allow multiple steps in our feature defini-
tion, allowing for, for example, grandparent features
to be included. Naturally, contextual features are only
extracted if the specified contexts actually exist (i.e.
if there is a grandparent node).

3.2.6 Complex Features

A drawback of log-linear models is that features are
combined in a linear way only. However, the correla-
tion between some features might be non-linear and a
typical strategy to reduce the negative effects of such
interactions is to combine features and to build com-
plex ones1. We define two operations for the combina-
tion of features:

Multiplication: The values of two or more features
are multiplied with each other. This is only used
for non-binary features.

Concatenation: Binary feature types can be com-
bined with other features in the following way:
Each instantiation of that type (for example a cat-
egory label pair) is concatenated with the name of
the other feature and the average of feature values
is used.

We do not attempt to perform an exhaustive search
among all possible combinations. Many of them will
fail anyway due to data sparseness. However, complex
features provide valuable contributions as we will see
in our experiments.

3.2.7 Link Dependency Features

The last category of features refers to link dependency
features. As we explained earlier, first-order depen-
dencies are not explicitly modeled in our classification-
based approach. However, features may include such
dependencies, for example link information of con-
nected nodes. Such features can easily be included in
training where the complete link information is given.
However, we have to adjust the link strategy in order
to use these features in the alignment phase.

1 Another possibility would be to switch to kernel-based meth-
ods and to apply, for example, support vector machines with
non-linear kernels. This will be tested more thoroughly in
future work. Our first experiments with SVMs were discour-
aging mainly due to the largely increased time necessary for
training.

In our experiments, we define first-order features in
the following way. The children links feature is the
number of links between child nodes of the current
node pair normalized by the maximum of the number
of source language children and the number of target
language children. Similarly, the subtree links feature
is the number of links between nodes in the entire sub-
trees dominated by the current nodes. This score is
then normalized by the larger number of nodes in ei-
ther the source subtree or the target subtree.

In the alignment phase corresponding link informa-
tion is not available. However, from the classifier we
obtain probabilities for creating links between given
nodes. We will use these conditional probabilities as
soft counts for computing the first-order features as
defined above, i.e. we sum over the link probabili-
ties and normalize again in the same way. Our fea-
tures are defined in terms of descendents of the current
nodes. Hence, we perform classification in a bottom-
up breadth-first fashion starting at the terminal nodes
that do not include any children.

We also tried a top-down classification strategy to-
gether with parent link dependencies. However, this
did not give us any significant improvements. There-
fore, we will not report these results here.

3.3 Alignment Search

Our tree alignment approach is based on a global bi-
nary classifier. This means that we actually classify in-
dividual node pairs even though we include contextual
and first-order features as described above. Despite
the fact that individual classification is possible in this
way, the important notion of alignment competition is
not explored in this way. That this is a strong draw-
back has already been pointed out in related research
on word alignment [14]. However, similar to discrim-
inative word alignment, competition can easily be in-
tegrated in the system by applying appropriate search
strategies. Naturally, the best strategy would be to
include competition explicitly in the alignment model
and train parameters for a structural alignment ap-
proach. We will leave this for future research and con-
centrate our current work on feature selection in com-
bination with simple greedy search heuristics. In par-
ticular, we will use a greedy best-first search similar to
competitive linking used in early work on word align-
ment. One of the drawbacks in this technique is that
it only allows one-to-one links. However, in tree align-
ment this is not necessarily a drawback and often even
defined as a well-formedness criterion [15]. Another
drawback is, of course, that we are not guaranteed to
find the optimal solution. However, it should be rather
straightforward to implement a graph-theoretic search
approach as described by [14] defining tree alignment
as a weighted bipartite graph matching problem. We
will leave even this for future research.

Finally, we will also introduce additional constraints
that may help to improve alignment accuracy. First
of all, a threshold can be defined in order to stop
the greedy link strategy if link probabilities obtained
by the classifier are too low. Secondly, a number of
well-formedness criteria can be added to avoid un-
usual link combinations. We will use the criteria as
defined in [17], as already mentioned in section 2: De-
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scendents/ancestors of a source linked node may only
be linked to descendents/ancestors of its target linked
counterparts. Furthermore, we will use another con-
straint which is similar to the collapsing strategy of
unary productions used by the same authors. How-
ever, we do not collapse trees at these points but we
simply do not align nodes with single children. Note
that this still allows links between terminal nodes as
they do not have any children at all. Node type spe-
cific constraints can also be applied. For example, we
may restrict links to be assigned to nodes of the same
type only (non-terminals to non-terminals and termi-
nals to terminals). We may also restrict ourselves
to non-terminal nodes only. Note that these restric-
tions change the behavior of the unary-production con-
straint in the following way: If these restrictions are
applied the unary-production constraint is relaxed in
such a way that these nodes are only skipped if the
one and only child is not a terminal node. This re-
laxation is necessary to include valuable links near the
leafs that otherwise would be skipped.

Our implementation allows to switch on and off any
of the constraints described above. Search heuristics
can also easily be altered within the framework de-
scribed above. In the following section we will describe
experiments using various settings and models trained
on a given treebank.

4 Experiments

We ran a number of experiments using a pre-aligned
treebank and various settings including features as de-
scribed above. In the following, we will first briefly
describe the data used for training and testing. There-
after evaluation measures are defined and results of our
experiments are summarized.

4.1 Data

Aligned parallel treebanks are rare and, hence, train-
ing material for a supervised tree alignment approach
is hard to find. However, a number of parallel tree-
bank projects have been initiated recently and their
data and tools become available. For our experiments,
we will use the Smultron treebank [5] that includes
two trilingual parallel treebanks in English, Swedish
and German. The corpus contains the alignment of
English-Swedish and German-Swedish phrase struc-
ture trees from the first two chapters of the novel “So-
phie’s World” by Jostein Gaarder and from economical
texts taken from three different sources. We will use
the English-Swedish treebank of Sophie’s World which
includes roughly 500 sentences per language. The first
100 aligned parse trees are used for training and the
remaining part for testing. The alignment has been
done manually using the Stockholm Tree Aligner [10]
which we also intend to use later on when working on
our own corpora and language pairs. The alignment
includes good links and fuzzy links. We will use both
but give them different weights in training (good align-
ments get three times the weight of fuzzy and negative
examples). Altogether, there are 6,671 good links and
1,141 fuzzy links in the corpus.

4.2 Evaluation

For evaluation we use the standard measures of pre-
cision, recall and F-scores. Due to the distinction be-
tween good and fuzzy alignments we compute values
similar to word alignment evaluation scores in which
“sure” and “possible” links are considered:

Prec(A,P ) = |P ∩A|/|A|
Rec(A,S) = |S ∩A|/|S|

F (A,P, S, α) = 1/
(

α

Prec(A,P )
+

(1− α)
Rec(A,S)

)
S refers here to the good alignments in the gold stan-

dard and P refers to the possible alignments which in-
cludes both, good and fuzzy. A are the links proposed
by the system and α is used to define the balance be-
tween precision and recall in the F-score. We will only
use a balanced F-score with α = 0.5. We also omit
alignment error rates due to the discussion about this
measure in the word alignment literature. Note that
the proportion of fuzzy links seems reasonable and we
do not expect severe consequences on our evaluation as
discussed in [2] for word alignment experiments with
unbalanced gold standards.

4.3 Results

The selection of appropriate features is very important
in our approach. We tested a number of feature sets
and combinations in order to see the impact of fea-
tures on alignment results. Table 1 summarizes our
experiments with various sets. The upper part rep-
resents the performance of separate feature types on
their own. The lower part shows results of combined
feature types. Link dependency features are added in
the right-hand side columns – either child link depen-
dencies or dependencies on all subtree nodes.

As we can see in table 1, adding features consistently
improves the scores even if their standalone perfor-
mance is rather low. Especially the addition of label
features improves the scores significantly. Contextual
features are also very useful as we can see on the exam-
ple of label features. Note, that we also use complex
features such as combined inside/outside scores and
alignment features. Also the concatenation of label
features with alignment features is very successful.

For comparison we also ran the subtree aligner by
[17] on the same data set. It yields a balanced F-score
on our test set of 57.57% which is significantly lower
than our best results. However, this comparison is
not entirely fair as our training data is very small and
the unsupervised subtree aligner relies on good esti-
mates of lexical probabilities. Therefore, we also ran
the aligner on our data with a lexical model extracted
from a much larger data set. For this, we used the com-
bination of the entire Swedish-English Europarl cor-
pus [7] and the Smultron data. However, the scores
improve only slightly to an F-score of 58.64%. The
reason for this is probably that the Europarl data rep-
resents a very different type than the novel used in our
test. However, it indicates the possibilities of discrim-
inative tree alignment when trained on small amounts
of aligned data.
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no link dependencies + child link dependencies + subtree link dependencies
features Prec Rec F0.5 Prec Rec F0.5 Prec Rec F0.5

lexical 65.54 35.72 46.24 62.92 41.26 49.84 59.64 41.07 48.64
lexicalmax 66.07 36.77 47.24 63.17 41.74 50.26 59.76 41.81 49.20
lexicalavgmax 63.76 43.04 51.39 60.95 41.96 49.70 60.92 41.94 49.68
tree 30.46 34.50 32.36 33.10 38.61 35.64 33.37 38.81 35.84
alignment 61.36 54.52 57.74 64.91 58.72 61.66 59.24 54.68 56.87
label 36.14 35.12 35.62 45.00 41.38 43.11 48.77 44.03 46.28
context-label 56.53 44.64 49.88 59.17 50.79 53.72 60.47 53.44 56.74
lexicalmax + tree 48.32 55.15 51.51 54.86 57.51 52.95 49.40 57.25 53.03
+ alignment 55.65 57.94 56.77 57.09 60.31 58.65 57.18 60.58 58.83
+ label 73.43 74.76 74.09 74.39 75.86 75.12 74.68 76.67 75.17
+ context-label 76.65 75.45 76.05 76.99 75.85 76.42 77.17 76.10 76.63
+ align-context 76.23 77.43 76.83 77.07 78.16 77.61 78.12 78.42 78.27

Table 1: Results for different feature sets.

Furthermore, we want to see the performance of our
tree aligner on different node types. For this we com-
puted separate evaluation scores for the different types
using a run with all features (see table 2).

Rec Prec F0.5

type good fuzzy all all all
non-terminals 84.29 70.23 81.28 78.04 79.63
terminals 75.08 59.11 73.80 78.18 75.93

Table 2: Results for different node types (all features)
including recall scores for different link types.

From the table we can see that the aligner has more
difficulties in finding links between terminal nodes
than between non-terminals. This is especially true
for fuzzy links. However, the precision is as high as
for non-terminal nodes2. The reason for the drop in
recall is probably due to the search algorithm which
restricts our results to one-to-one links only. This con-
straint might be reasonable for non-terminal nodes but
not for the alignment of words. A conclusion from this
result is that we should either keep the external word
alignment for establishing terminal links in our tree
alignment or that we should use a separate model and
search strategy for aligning terminal nodes.

Finally, we also want to look at the generality of our
approach. A drawback of supervised methods is the
risk of over-training especially if a rich feature set and
small amounts of training data are used. Certainly,
our approach is not language independent especially
when label features are applied. However, we would
like to know if the models learned can be applied to
different text types without significant loss in perfor-
mance. Therefore, we carried out an experiment train-
ing on one text type (novel or economy) and aligning
the other one from the Smultron corpus. For reasons
of fair comparison we also trained on the first 100 sen-
tence pairs only but applied the model learned to the
entire test corpus of the other type. Table 3 summa-
rizes the results when applying the full-featured model
in this way.

As we can see in the table, performance drops, espe-
cially in terms of recall. Precision is still comparable to

2 Note that the aligner does not assign link types and therefore,
precision cannot be measured for different types.

setting Prec Rec F0.5

train=novel, test=novel 78.12 78.42 78.27
train=novel, test=economy 77.39 73.50 75.39
train=economy, test=novel 76.66 74.62 75.62

Table 3: Training on different text types

the model trained on the same corpus (see line one in
table 3). However, the drop is not dramatical and the
models seem to capture enough general associations to
make reasonable predictions. This is certainly encour-
aging especially considering the effort of human anno-
tation necessary when preparing appropriate training
data.

5 Conclusions & Future Work

In this paper we describe a discriminative framework
for automatic tree alignment. A log-linear model is
learned from small amounts of pre-aligned training
data. We use a rich set of features coming from the
annotation and from automatic word alignment. We
include contextual features and link dependency infor-
mation for further improvements. Our model performs
significantly better than previous methods on the same
task and we believe that our results can be further im-
proved in various ways. Some ideas for future work in-
clude the optimization of the search algorithm (using
a graph-theoretic matching approach), the exploration
of automatic methods for feature selection and combi-
nation (using, for example, a genetic algorithm) and a
better integration of link dependencies (using a struc-
tural model instead of a single binary classifier). We
will also look at additional features and the application
of this approach to other data sets and language pairs.
Finally, we will also investigate the impact of align-
ment quality on machine translation models based on
parallel treebanks.
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